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Motivation

• AI Applications on embedded 
devices

• Power and memory constraint

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/in-a-crash-should-self-driving-cars-save-passengers-or-pedestrians-2-million-people-
weigh-in
https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/automatic-speech-recognition-systems-in-deep-learning-a6f91bbe7500

Autonomous driving Speech Recognition Personal Assistants

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/in-a-crash-should-self-driving-cars-save-passengers-or-pedestrians-2-million-people-weigh-in
https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/automatic-speech-recognition-systems-in-deep-learning-a6f91bbe7500


Pruning

• Remove redundant neurons and synapses while 
maintaining accuracy
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Contributions

• In-training pruning method
• Novel metric - Activation Density/Energy 

(AD/AE)
• OPS reduction on benchmark datasets
• Compute cost of networks during both training 

and inference.



Activation Energy

• Key Observation: Number of non-zero activations 
decreases as training progresses

• Activation Energy: The density of non-zero activations



Algorithm

• Periodically monitor the 
AEs of the layers during 
the training process and 
prune the layers based 
on the density at regular 
training intervals

• Set pruning criteria to be 
equivalent to the 
saturation point.

• Stopping criteria based 
on the overall shape of 
AE vs. epoch curve for 
each network



AE Trend



Results

• On an average 38% of channels are pruned in the first 8 layers layer 1-8 and 25% channels in the latter 
8 layers layer 9-16 for VGG19 on CIFAR10.

• Shows effectiveness of the AE driven pruning for structured layer-wise network compression focused on 
overall OPS reduction.



Accuracy vs OPS Reduction Trade-off

• A decreasing AE implies we still have some redundancies in the 
network that can facilitate pruning without significant loss in 
accuracy

• Find a trade-off point when the AE curve starts increasing



Training Complexity

• Captures the amount of time and training 
energy required to achieve a given model 
accuracy, compression and efficiency.



Activation Visualization

• Visualization of increasing activation density using a colormap (more color implying more 
neuronal activation) 

• Although certain layers break the pattern, overall trend of higher AE in the layers of 
net2 than in the layers of net0



Comparison with Previous Work

• VGG19 on CIFAR100

• Comparison with Lottery Ticket Hypothesis



Conclusion

• We propose an ‘Activation Density’ metric, a 
heuristic that provides a structured and interpretable 
way of optimizing the network architecture.

• We present a novel pruning in training method that 
yields significant compression benefits on state-of-
the-art deep learning architectures.

• The progressive downsizing of a network during the 
training process yields training complexity benefits. 

• We get considerable benefits in training complexity 
and compute-OPS-reduction over the baseline 
unpruned model, as well as over previously 
proposed pruning methods.


